ACROSS
2 - Riddle-loving creature with a lion's body and human head
4 - A large, serpent-like creature that appears in myths around the world
7 - A monster made by a mad scientist out of body parts
9 - A bird that catches on fire when it dies and is reborn from the ashes
11 - A creature from Jewish folklore made of clay or mud
13 - Tiny human-like creatures with wings
14 - People with pointed ears who appear in many fantasy books

DOWN
1 - A horse with a horn on its forehead
2 - A lizard-like creature that can live in fire without burning
3 - A beast that can turn people to stone with its eyes
5 - Spirits that are associated with nature in Greek mythology
6 - In Norse mythology, women who take the souls of the dead to Valhalla
8 - Large monsters that live in mountains, caves, or under bridges
10 - A snake-like creature with nine heads
12 - A horse with wings from Greek mythology
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